Three New Businesses Make
Their Home in Lakeway
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Greystone Cabinetry
Rob and Misty Estrada felt like pioneers when they packed up their children
and headed to Texas from Indiana a two and a half years ago. Despite their
affection for the midwest and their extensive family roots in an area not too
far from Chicago, a spirit of adventure and a desire to escape the endless,
frigid, snowy Indiana winters inspired them to head west. And here they
are...new Texans! They are huge fans of the Texas Hill Country and have
slipped seamlessly into the fabric of life in Lake Travis, assisted by their
love of sports. Rob has coached both football and baseball for three seasons
in LTYA leagues, and their involvement has led to many new friends and
great times (and, hopefully, as Rob notes, not too many sports enemies!).
The Estradas have owned Greystone Farm Custom Cabinetry 10 years and
take great pride in the high quality, beautiful custom cabinetry they create.
They enjoy working on both whole house, new construction custom jobs
and also renovations and additions. In addition to cabinets, they specialize
in custom entertainment centers, unique dining room tables, hutches and
built-in beds. “We go the distance,” says Rob. “If a door or drawer needs
adjusting a year later, I’m here for you.”

Balance Yoga
The January opening of Balance Yoga, Lakeway’s first yoga studio,
brings Nani and Bart Bacon back to Texas. Nani was born and raised in
Friendswood, TX, just south of Houston, and she met Bart Bacon of Denver,
CO, when they both attended Sam Houston State University at Huntsville.
The couple has lived in Denver where Bart started Bacon Design, a graphic
design business handling print media, web design, illustration and fine art.
In 2001 Nani started her practice of yoga and quickly developed a level of
expertise and certification in four styles of yoga that led Core Power Yoga in
Denver to offer her a position as an instructor. Subsequently she managed
two of Core Power Yoga
south Denver studios
and operated their retail
programs as well. Nani’s
following and reputation
grew, and the Denver
Post named her one of
Denver’s foremost fitness leaders.
Nani’s mother and
her sister and brotherin-law, Leilani and Joe
Connors live in Lakeway
so the Bacons have spent
a lot of time here over
the years. The Bacon’s
two children, Zoe (13)
and Reid (9) are looking
forward to being near this part of their family. Leilani Connors owns and
operates Achieve Manual Physical Therapy in the Lakeway Plaza off Hwy
620, and now the two sisters will own businesses less than a mile apart!
Balance Yoga will offer classes in four different disciplines, including hot
yoga, hot power fusion and power yoga. Classes will be open to all experience
levels, although some classes will be structured more specifically toward the
advanced or beginning student. We welcome Bart, Nani, Zoe and Reid!

FAST WRAP USA OFFERS AUSTIN AFFORDABLE ASSET
PROTECTION
Meg and Rob Arnold are no strangers to Austin, having lived here when Meg was a Dell
employee. They are excited to be back and even more excited to debut their new business,
FAST WRAP USA, in Austin. FAST WRAP is the only national franchiser of shrink-wrapping
services, bringing wrapping directly to the customer. The covering is fire-retardant, flameresistant and “shrinks to fit,” forming a powerful seal that protects watercraft, RVs, equipment,
materials and structures from dirt, insects and animals, and the effect of weather. All materials
used in this environmentally conscious business are recyclable, anti-microbial and resistant to
allergens, mold and mildew. In addition, for projects precarious to the environment, such as
asbestos removal, FAST WRAP prevents toxic substances from penetrating the atmosphere.
The Arnolds will also offer a “Same Day Shade” component that provides clean, 100% recyclable, single-use shelters for events at a 25–30% discount compared to tent rentals. These
special event tents can be customized for all needs and set up the same day, usually in a matter
of hours. Welcome home, Meg and Rob!
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